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Chromatophores
Panspermia
Aquatic Microcosm
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Moderator
Federico Luperi

Speaker
Gianpaolo Barozzi
Stephanie Dinkins
Cristina Favini
Fabio Florio
Arthur I. Miller
Ali Nikrang
Anna Testa

Performance
Violine Daniela Mülleder
Cello Yishu Jiang
Piano: Ali Nikrang
Visualization Cori O’Lan
Music Ricercar (Ali Nikrang, Ars Electronica Futurelab)

Video
Camera Yazdan Zand
Sound Joschi Viteka
Production Thomas Schwarz
Location Deep Space 8K (Ars Electronica Center)
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FOR MORE INFO

WEBSITE
www.naked-ai.com

EMAIL
naked-ai@logotel.it